Reception Summer 2 Topic Homework
Please choose at least 3 pieces of topic homework to do.
There are a wide range of activities that you can choose from and if you would like to share your learning you can place any work into
your child’s Home Learning Book (Pink Book
To make a collage using different Use your words from school in To explore measuring the capacity of Go on a search around your
materials of a ship or a boat.
your writing as well as your different containers such as buckets and home for things you could use
cups.
to make a boat. Just like this
reading so you can show that
Compare how much each container will one:
you know them really well.
hold and estimate how many cupfuls it
You could write about the would need to fill a different container.
Use language such as ‘empty’, ‘half-full’
activities you have completed.
and ‘full’.

Draw
your
favourite Visit the beach and help the
Visit the beach or an aquarium underwater creature and write environment stay clean and tidy by
doing a Litter pick at the beach.
with a grown-up and explore what down some facts about it that
you might see there.
you have found out.

Or you can go for a hunt for uses of
water in your home.

What would you take to a deserted
island?
Why would you take that?

Can you label the
parts of a fish?

To order
numbers to 20.
Choose any activities from the
golden time section

Upper reception/understanding of
the world/animals/parts of a fish

Can you colour a sea
creature?

Reception/Understanding the
world/the world/animals/sea
creatures

When you have a bath or if you
play in your paddling pool, can
you find objects that will float
and sink?
‘Upper Reception’
/Mathematics/Counting and
play
Can you clear the
road for the
chicken?

Reception/Maths/Space,
shape and measure/Block a
doodle doo

To practise reading
sentences, play

Upper Reception/Literacy,
Communication and
Language/word reading

Can you paint a
picture?

Upper receptionunderstanding of the worldTechnology- Busy paint and
publisher

